Growth of Spruce at Dubawnt Lake, Northwest Territories "tree" on favoured sites, the result of some sequence of events permitting the individual to grow but not necessarily a general change in climatic conditions; 9) A much better indication of climatic change would be a shift in the position of the forest border, defined as the area where the (gently rolling) terrain is 50 per cent covered by forest and 50 per cent by tundra (for my delineation see Brysons and Larsen435); 10) The comment that I say spruce has not re-established at Ennadai Lake is very misleading since I wrote that spruce is common at Ennadai Lake (part of which lies south of the forest border); my reference was to a grove of spruce (at the northern largely barren end of the lake) cut by natives many years ago which has not regenerated; 11) There is, in fact, a grove of spruce with individuals of dbh 2 3 inches and basal diameter of 2 8 inches The interesting note by Hansel1 et a1.l on near Yathkyed Lake (at 62"35'N., 98052v.) tree growth at Dubawnt Lake and On my which would put the "tree line" far out into statements concerning trees at Dubawnt, the barrens on the map as presented; 12) Ennadai, and
Yathkyed requires There is also a grove of spruce near the Outcomment. Let me briefly state a few points: let of the Kamilukuak ~i~~~ (sou& end of
1)
The concept "tree line" is confusing since Dubawnt at 62"41'N., 101033tw.) larger and a lone tree far beyond the forest border must with larger individuals, if memory serves, be included within the "treed" zone; 2) than any mentioned in the literature. In press. The forest-tundra (p. 233) shows, in my view, the northward ecotone; chapter in Arctic and Alpine extent of the range of spruce, anywhere Research, edited by Roger Barry. London: within which will be found the occasional Methuen.
